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Invitations
Worcester has a temporary twinning with the village of Gouzeaucourt in France as part of the
city’s commemoration of the WW1 centenary. You may recall that Martin undertook a photoassignment there earlier this year with the twinners. (More in the Twinning news attached
with this week’s mailing.) Members are very welcome to join the events outlined by Henry
below, or at least do pop along to the exhibition in that last week of July.
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Board game by Ruth Bourne LRPS

For Sale
Member James Boardman-Woodend has a
Lee 100mm square Super Stopper ( 15 stop
ND) glass filter for sale - in super condition
with no scratches or marks. £75.

For

contact details please see members’ area of
website.

Groups
A

reminder

that

there

is

NO

Contemporary Group or AV Group
meeting in July.
Digital Group meets on 20th July as
usual.
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Dates for the Diary
Local NGS gardens open in the next 7 days. 15-16 July Bordesley Abbey National Keep an eye on the programme for
Include the garden of former members Jacki Archaeology weekend activities.

Droitwich ArtsFest, starting 15th July - 3

& Pete Ager - and it is a delight!

weeks of mostly free activities around the
Friday 28 July 2017 Jazz On The Lawn at town. Lots to enjoy and plenty of photoGarden photography fans may enjoy the Hanbury Hall. The Remi Harris Trio take opps! Includes 17th July Water Music
roses and lilies at Spetchley . Check the Gypsy Swing characteristics and infuse them anniversary event. There’s a free Photo
website for what’s in bloom… 2nd July is with influences from Jazz, Blues, walk on 29th July. (Actually, two, am and
Rock’n’Roll, Funk and World Music. To
NGS day at Spetchley.
pm). And 31st July offers a guided tour of the
book, please call 0344 249 1895, or click
Sacred Heart mosaics.
1 July Enjoy National Meadows day on this here. Gates open at 6pm, the performance
guided walk at Penorchard Meadows.

starts at 7pm.

1- 2 July Steampunk at Blist's Hill

More real than life, Barber Institute. 19th-

Phototrips

century portrait photography.
1-2 July Shelsley Walsh Vintage & post- The dawn of photography in the mid-19th
Vintage Thoroughbreds. Cheaper tickets on century made portraiture accessible to a
Saturday (practice day). See also 22-23 July much wider public. This exhibition explores
Classic Nostalgia weekend.

early

photographic

including
8 July Dragonfly Walk, Monkwood.

format.

the

studio

popular

portraiture,

carte-de-visite

The exhibition discusses how

photographic techniques, backdrops, props,
costumes and poses enabled public figures

Remember to check out the events in the
members’ website.
If you’re planning an outing why not share
the info on there? You don’t have to make
very formal arrangements, just say when,
what and where, as with this outing
arranged at short notice.

WCC at Witley Court
A small (but perfectly formed) group of WCC photographers on the impromptu Witley Court photo-trip on 7th June. Picture by Chris Ford.
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Members’ images
A few images from Stewart Bourne ARPS. There are just the first few taken during a recent Baltic trip.

Metropolis 1&2,
Baltic,
Mechanism,
&
City H.
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Competitions
TPOTY 2017 Closes 25th September. Sort out your best travel photos…. Portfolio or single shot options. Why not have a go?
Three portfolio categories should give you plenty to think about. The winners of each portfolio category receive the Fujifilm XSeries camera and lens of their choice, together with membership of the Royal Photographic Society. And the winners of the
Best Single Image award in each portfolio category receive a beautiful giclee exhibition print from Genesis Imaging.
Submit at least two portfolios and you'll be eligible for the title of Travel Photographer of the Year and the main prize…
The 68th MIDLAND SALON Closes 28th June.
RPS members only - Reflections is the June competition and last chance to enter the Documentary POTY (5 image photo-essay plus
title). DIG projected images closes 14th August.
The Aesthetica Art Prize 2017 is open for entries. Now in its 11th year, the Prize presents an opportunity for emerging and established
artists to showcase their work to new international audiences and further their engagement in the art world.
Prizes include:
£5,000 Main Prize Winner
Group exhibition hosted by Aesthetica
Editorial coverage in Aesthetica Magazine
Publication in the Aesthetica Art Prize Anthology for 100 artists
£250 art supplies vouchers, courtesy of Winsor & Newton
A selection of art publications from Prestel Books
Categories for entry: Photographic & Digital Art; Painting, Drawing & Mixed Media; Three
Dimensional Design & Sculpture, and Video, Installation & Performance.
Submissions close 31 August 2017.

MFA
Don’t forget to get ready for the new season! Order your mount board or
pre-cut mounts from Midland Fine Arts who kindly sponsor our programme
each year. They also supply plain black frames suitable for WCC exhibitions
(and all sorts of other frames of course), and all the sundries for mounting
and showing your prints such as tape, D-rings, hooks, mirror plates etc. Not
only that, as WCC members, you will be eligible for club discount, so why
not take the chance to restock in good time for 2017-18? The store is open
midweek if you want to pop along - they sometimes have bargains on sale
too! Take a look at their new website…

PAGB News
PAGB 186 and
PAGB 186 Extra - lots of images to inspire..

And finally…
Another deft definition from Alan Hollis’ collection…
Magnification

Specialised method of making printing plates from photographs submitted to the angling press.
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